
About BooZi 
Headquartered in Historic Downtown Conway, South Carolina, 

BooZi is a device that removes negative congeners from wine and 

spirits that reduces hangover symptoms and smooths out the 

taste. BooZi is easy to use, reusable, affordable, and made in the 

USA. All materials are FDA approved and BooZi is world-wide 

patent pending. For more information or to purchase the original 

BooZi on their website: www.BooZi net. To participate in the 

campaign and to purchase BooZi Stealth, please visit 

www.INDIEGOGO.com 
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BooZi teaming up with Indiegogo crowd funding, to release the new 

BooZi Stealth for Wine and Alcohol Purification. 

BooZi is an easy reusable device that removes impurities from your wine and spirits, made in the USA. 

Conway, S.C. August 29th, 2016 – BooZi LLC has created a device that when placed in your hard alcohol or wine, 

removes the negative congeners. Negative congeners are impurities left behind after the distillation or fermentation 

process which can be toxic including sulfites.  

“These days people are concerned about the chemicals in the food they eat, but they never stop to question what is in 

their favorite cocktail.” – says Sheila Walberg-O’Neil, CEO, BooZi LLC. “When you use a BooZi, it removes the negative 

congeners from the alcohol, smooths out the taste, and reduces the hangover symptoms; which are a result of consuming 

those impurities.” -said Walberg-O’Neil. BooZi is easy to use and can treat up to 4 large bottles of hard alcohol or up to 12 

bottles of wine. “Your BooZe has never tasted better and your hangover has never felt so good!” 

BooZi was submitted to Coastal Carolina University last summer to conduct third party testing to prove that the BooZi 

does remove these negative congeners (impurities) before submitting the patent. They are currently world-wide patent 

pending and trademarked.  All materials used in the construction of a BooZi are FDA approved and made in the USA. 

Through field testing at their marketing headquarters, local festivals, and BooZi sponsored events consumer feedback was 

compiled to create the next generation of BooZi, called BooZi Stealth. 

BooZi is teaming up with crowdfunding sight INDIEGOGO to spring board the new BooZi into production and bring this 

great new product to consumers. The crowd funding packages vary in price and all backers will have their products before 

Christmas. “I am excited to get this campaign underway so we can build this new American company and create local 

jobs.”-said Walberg-O’Neil.  The campaign can be found on INDIEGOGO by searching up BooZi or at the link:   

https://igg.me/at/BooZiStealth  
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